SHEET METAL FAB & CNC MACHINE TOOLS
“FABRICATING/STAMPING/TOOLING/FORKLIFTS”

AUCTION LOCATION:
9721 ALESIAS ST
SOUTH EL MONTE, CA 91733

AUCTION DATE:
THURSDAY MAY 2, 2013
STARTING @ 11:00 A.M.
INSPECTION: Morning of Sale (from 8-11)

100’S OF QUALITY MACHINES
LARGE SELECTION OF TOOLING & 
CNC TOOL HOLDER

MACHINE TOOLS & METAL FAB EQUIPMENT

2003 FADAL VMC 3020 CNC VMC, W/ 10,000 RPM, CT-40
SIDE MOUNT TOOL CHANGER

PARTIAL VIEW OF CNC MACHINE TOOLS

(OVER 1000) CT-40 AND CT-50 TOOL HOLDERS

(OVER 30) VIDMAR CABINETS W/ TOOLING, AND CARBIDE CUTTERS
TERMS OF SALE:
CASH OR CASHIERS CHECK ONLY.  14% BUYERS PREMIUM ON ALL PURCHASES. $200.00 REFUNDABLE CASH DEPOSIT.  25% CASH DEPOSIT TOWARDS ALL PURCHASES. ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO CALIFORNIA SALES TAX.  THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS.

MUST SEE

ROTEX NO. 18 TURRET PUNCH

HERKULES-WERK, MODEL B0124, #8 3 ANGLE BENDING ROLLS, 8" x 8" x 1" CAP

BERTCH M-10368, 8 FT x 3/8 INITIAL PINCH PLATE ROLLS, W/ 8" ROLLS

CINCINNATI 230CB-10, 12FT x 230 TON HYD PRESS BRAKE, S/N: 44626

WYSON 100-10, 12FT x 12 GA PRESS BRAKE, S/N: PB39-134

GUIFIL PE 20-30, 6FT x 30 TON HYD BRAKE W/AUTOGAGE CNC CONTROL

WYSONG 52" x 12 GA AND 52" x 12 GA POWER SHEARS

CHICAGO & WYSONG 4 FT PRESS BRAKES

FEATURING: SHEET METAL FAB
HERKULES-WERK, MODEL B0124, #8 3 ANGLE BENDING ROLLS, 8" x 8" x 1" CAP
BERTCH M-10368, 8 FT x 3/8 INITIAL PINCH PLATE ROLLS, W/ 8" ROLLS
CINCINNATI 230CB-10, 12FT x 230 TON HYD PRESS BRAKE, S/N: 44626
WYSON 100-10, 12FT x 12 GA PRESS BRAKE, S/N: PB39-134
AMADA CS-220 AND TENNSMITH PM-9 HYD CORNER NOTCHER
GUIFIL PE 20-30, 6FT x 30 TON HYD BRAKE W/AUTOGAGE CNC CONTROL
WYSONG 52" x 12 GA AND 52" x 12 GA POWER SHEARS
CHICAGO & WYSONG 4 FT PRESS BRAKES
COLUMBIA 12T MECHANICAL PRESS BRAKE
POWER SHEAR 12 FT X .25" CAP
PECK STOW G-472-D, 6 FT X 3/16 POWER SHEAR
CHICAGO 10 FT X 75 TON MECHANICAL PRESS BRAKE
PECK STOW G-472-D, 6 FT X 3/16 POWER SHEAR
AMADA CS-220 AND TENNSMITH PM-9 HYD CORNER NOTCHER
GUIFIL PE 20-30, 6FT x 30 TON HYD BRAKE W/AUTOGAGE CNC CONTROL
FEATURING: SHEET METAL FAB

- 4) FENN 4 1/2 F ROTARY SWAGERS W/ HYD FEEDS, 2.25" CAPACITY
- AMADA CS-22- 10 GA HYD CORNER NOTCHER
- TENNSMITH PM-9 HYD CORNER NOTCHER
- ROTEX NO. 18 TURRET PUNCH
- 2) STRIPPIT SUPER 3/30 SINGLE END PUNCH W/ STILUS AND PUNCH MATE CONTROL
- DI ARCO MECHANICAL TURRET PUNCH PRESS
- MANTECH COMPACT FORMING MACHINE, W/ TOUCH SCREEN MONITOR
- PULLMAX ND FORMING MACHINE
- WEATHERHEAD COLL-O-CRIMP 11 HYD HOSE CRIMPING MACHINE
- ACME 20 KVA SPOT WELDER WITH III CONTROL
- MILLER AND LINCOLN TIG AND MIG WELDERS
- MARVEL MODEL 9 HACK SAW
- HES HORIZONTAL BAND SAW
- MISTER NO. 6 60 TON OBI PUNCH PRESS, 45 SPM, 6' STROKE, S/N 6-12113
- TOLEDO OBI PUNCH PRESS
- CLEARING 22 TON OBI PUNCH PRESS
- USI TORC PAC 60 TON PUNCH PRESS

PARTIAL VIEW OF MILLER/LIONCOLN WEIDERS

POWER SHEAR 12 FT X 1/4"

4 TOTAL

(4) FENN 4 1/2 F, ROTARY SWAGERS W/ HYD FEEDS, 2.25"
CAPACITY

ACME SPOT WEIDERS AND WELDERS

(2) HYD PRESSES W/ 15 x15 AND 12 x 12 BETWEEN HOUSING

2001 GEHRING CNC BEARING RE-RINISHING MACHINE W/ ALLEN BRADLEY 1000 CONTROL, S/N: G266

2001 GEHRING CNC BEARING RE-RINISHING MACHINE W/ ALLEN BRADLEY 1000 CONTROL, S/N: G266
**TERMS OF SALE:**

- **CASH OR CASHIERS CHECK ONLY.**
- **14% BUYERS PREMIUM ON ALL PURCHASES.**
- **$200.00 REFUNDABLE CASH DEPOSIT.**
- **25% CASH DEPOSIT TOWARDS ALL PURCHASES.**
- **ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO CALIFORNIA SALES TAX.**
- **THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS.**

---

**FEATUREING: CNC MACHINE TOOLS AND SUPPORT**

- **2003 FADAL VMC 3020 CNC VMC, W/10,000 RPM, CT-40 SIDE MOUNT TOOL CHANGER**
- **MAZAK QT-20 CNC LATHE, 8" CHUCK, MEZATROL T-PLUS**
- **FADAL VMC-40 CNC VMC, CT-40 20 ATC**
- **SUPERMAX MAX1 VMC W/FANUC OM CONTROL**
- **MATSUURA MC-760V CNC VMC W/YAASNAC MX-2 CONTROL, 30 ATC**
- **HITACHI SEIKI HG-400 III CNC HMC, FANUC 15M CONTROL, 30 ATC, 16" PALLETS, 40 TAPER**
- **NIGATA EN40B CNC HMC W/FANUC 6M CONTROL 40 TAPER, 40ATC, 16"PALLETS,40 TAPER**

---

- **2001 GEHRING CNC BEARING RE FINISHING MACHINE WITH ALLEN BRADLEY 1000 CONTROL, S/N G266**
- **2003 FADAL VMC 3020HT CNC, CT-40 TOOL HOLDERS, 10,000 RPM, SID MOUNT TOOL CHANGER**
- **FADAL VMC-40 CNC VMC, CT-40 20 ATC, S/N 8901070**
- **MAZAK QUICK TURN 20 CNC LATHE, 8" CHUCK, MEZATROL T-PLUS CONTROL, TAIL STOCK, CHIP CONVEYOR**
- **MAZAK VTC-41 CNC VMC WITH EIA CONTROL**
- **HITACHI SEIKI HG-400III CNC HMC, FANUC 15M CONTROL, 30 ATC, 40 TAPER, CHIP CONVEYOR, 16" PALLETS**
- **1984 NIGATA EN40B CNC HMC, FANUC 6M CONTROL, 16" PALLETS, 40 TAPER**
- **MAZAK QUICK TURN 20 CNC LATHE, 8" CHUCK, MEZATROL T-PLUS CONTROL, TAIL STOCK, CHIP CONVEYOR**
- **MAZAK VTC-41 CNC VMC WITH EIA CONTROL**
- **HITACHI SEIKI HG-400III CNC HMC, FANUC 15M CONTROL, 30 ATC, 40 TAPER, CHIP CONVEYOR, 16" PALLETS**
- **1984 NIGATA EN40B CNC HMC, FANUC 6M CONTROL, 16" PALLETS, 40 TAPER**
- **MAZAK QUICK TURN 20 CNC LATHE, 8" CHUCK, MEZATROL T-PLUS CONTROL, TAIL STOCK, CHIP CONVEYOR**
- **MAZAK VTC-41 CNC VMC WITH EIA CONTROL**
- **HITACHI SEIKI HG-400III CNC HMC, FANUC 15M CONTROL, 30 ATC, 40 TAPER, CHIP CONVEYOR, 16" PALLETS**
- **1984 NIGATA EN40B CNC HMC, FANUC 6M CONTROL, 16" PALLETS, 40 TAPER**
- **MAZAK QUICK TURN 20 CNC LATHE, 8" CHUCK, MEZATROL T-PLUS CONTROL, TAIL STOCK, CHIP CONVEYOR**
- **MAZAK VTC-41 CNC VMC WITH EIA CONTROL**
- **HITACHI SEIKI HG-400III CNC HMC, FANUC 15M CONTROL, 30 ATC, 40 TAPER, CHIP CONVEYOR, 16" PALLETS**
- **1984 NIGATA EN40B CNC HMC, FANUC 6M CONTROL, 16" PALLETS, 40 TAPER**
- **MAZAK QUICK TURN 20 CNC LATHE, 8" CHUCK, MEZATROL T-PLUS CONTROL, TAIL STOCK, CHIP CONVEYOR**
- **MAZAK VTC-41 CNC VMC WITH EIA CONTROL**
- **HITACHI SEIKI HG-400III CNC HMC, FANUC 15M CONTROL, 30 ATC, 40 TAPER, CHIP CONVEYOR, 16" PALLETS**
- **1984 NIGATA EN40B CNC HMC, FANUC 6M CONTROL, 16" PALLETS, 40 TAPER**
- **MAZAK QUICK TURN 20 CNC LATHE, 8" CHUCK, MEZATROL T-PLUS CONTROL, TAIL STOCK, CHIP CONVEYOR**
- **MAZAK VTC-41 CNC VMC WITH EIA CONTROL**
- **HITACHI SEIKI HG-400III CNC HMC, FANUC 15M CONTROL, 30 ATC, 40 TAPER, CHIP CONVEYOR, 16" PALLETS**
- **1984 NIGATA EN40B CNC HMC, FANUC 6M CONTROL, 16" PALLETS, 40 TAPER**
- **MAZAK QUICK TURN 20 CNC LATHE, 8" CHUCK, MEZATROL T-PLUS CONTROL, TAIL STOCK, CHIP CONVEYOR**
- **MAZAK VTC-41 CNC VMC WITH EIA CONTROL**
- **HITACHI SEIKI HG-400III CNC HMC, FANUC 15M CONTROL, 30 ATC, 40 TAPER, CHIP CONVEYOR, 16" PALLETS**
- **1984 NIGATA EN40B CNC HMC, FANUC 6M CONTROL, 16" PALLETS, 40 TAPER**
- **MAZAK QUICK TURN 20 CNC LATHE, 8" CHUCK, MEZATROL T-PLUS CONTROL, TAIL STOCK, CHIP CONVEYOR**
- **MAZAK VTC-41 CNC VMC WITH EIA CONTROL**
- **HITACHI SEIKI HG-400III CNC HMC, FANUC 15M CONTROL, 30 ATC, 40 TAPER, CHIP CONVEYOR, 16" PALLETS**
- **1984 NIGATA EN40B CNC HMC, FANUC 6M CONTROL, 16" PALLETS, 40 TAPER**
- **MAZAK QUICK TURN 20 CNC LATHE, 8" CHUCK, MEZATROL T-PLUS CONTROL, TAIL STOCK, CHIP CONVEYOR**
- **MAZAK VTC-41 CNC VMC WITH EIA CONTROL**
- **HITACHI SEIKI HG-400III CNC HMC, FANUC 15M CONTROL, 30 ATC, 40 TAPER, CHIP CONVEYOR, 16" PALLETS**
- **1984 NIGATA EN40B CNC HMC, FANUC 6M CONTROL, 16" PALLETS, 40 TAPER**
- **MAZAK QUICK TURN 20 CNC LATHE, 8" CHUCK, MEZATROL T-PLUS CONTROL, TAIL STOCK, CHIP CONVEYOR**
- **MAZAK VTC-41 CNC VMC WITH EIA CONTROL**
- **HITACHI SEIKI HG-400III CNC HMC, FANUC 15M CONTROL, 30 ATC, 40 TAPER, CHIP CONVEYOR, 16" PALLETS**
- **1984 NIGATA EN40B CNC HMC, FANUC 6M CONTROL, 16" PALLETS, 40 TAPER**
TERMS OF SALE:
CASH OR CASHIERS CHECK ONLY. 14% BUYERS PREMIUM ON ALL PURCHASES. $200.00 REFUNDABLE CASH DEPOSIT. 25% CASH DEPOSIT TOWARDS ALL PURCHASES. ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO CALIFORNIA SALES TAX. THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS.

(Over 30) Vidmar Cabinets W/Tooling, and Carbide Cutters

(Over 1000) CT-40 and CT-50 Tool Holders

100's of Tools, Tooling, Vises, Cutting tools, Carbide Tools, and Etc

Over 1000 CT 40 and CT-50 Tool Holders

40 Vidmar Lista Cabinets with Tooling

Mitsubishi DWC-1105Z CNC Wire EDM

Le Blond Sliding Gap Engine Lathe with 24'' 3 Jaw Chuck

Plamco 16 x 72 Engine Lathe Gaph.E.S. 10x18 Tool Room Lathe

Osama 12 x 36 Engine Lathe

Over 10 Bridgeport, Rambaudi Vertical Mills, With P.F. and DRO's

Chevalier 6x10, 6 x 12, and 6 x 118 Surface Grinders

Bryant 116 and 116x1D. Grinders

Crystal Lake O.D. Grinder

Do All 2613-3, 26'' Vertical Band Saw with Welder

Over 30 cabinets

100's of Tooling

Leblond Sliding Gap Lathe w/24'' 3 Jaw Chuck

H.E.S Tool Room Lathe

Partial View of Bridgeport Vertical Mills

Largr Selection

Featuring: Tooling and Support and Turning and Milling
**LABORATORY EQUIPMENT AND SORRORT**

**MUST SEE**

- PHI & WABASH 20 & 100 TON HYD PRESSES
- NABERTHERM 150/14 KILN AND OVENS
- EMC ROTARY PARTS WASHER

**FEATURING:**

- DONALDSON TORIT BUFFER AND DUST COLLECTOR
- SUNNEN CV616 VERTICAL HONING MACHINE, S/N: 2758
- SUNNEN AH-222-E HORIZONTAL HONING MACHINE, S/N 16-1-1188
- DRILL PRESSES, SANDERS, GRINDERS, DISC SANDERS, TOOL SETTERS, AND ETC
- BROWN & SHARPE 900 AUTO SCREW MACHINES, PUSH BUTTON
- 4F CHIP CUTTING MACHINES, CNC
- VOORWARD L110 EDGE FOILER FINISHER
- MATTEI EMS-200 TON HEATED PLATTEN PRESSES
- NABERTHERM KILN 150/14
- EMC ROTARY WASHER
- TRANSFORMERS, AND SUPPORT

**(2) VOORWOOD L110 EDGE FOILERS**

**ENVIRONMENT AC CHAMBERS AND OVENS**

- FEDERAL FORM SCAN 3300 GEOMETRY CIRCULAR GAGE
- (5) TWA 6500 CHIP WINDERS
- (4) PODREVIN W-36, LAMINATORS

**LARGE SELECTIONS**

- PARTIAL VIEW OF TRANSFORMERS
- RAPID AIR FEEDERS
TERMS OF SALE:
CASH OR CASHIERS CHECK ONLY. 14% BUYERS PREMIUM ON ALL PURCHASES.
$200.00 REFUNDABLE CASH DEPOSIT. 25% CASH DEPOSIT TOWARDS ALL PURCHASES. ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO CALIFORNIA SALES TAX. THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS.

SUNNEN CV-616 VERTICAL HONING MACHINE, S/N 2758
SUNNEN AH-222-E HORIZONTAL HONING MACHINE
SUNNEN AH-222-E HORIZONTAL HONING MACHINE
DO-ALL 2613.3 26" VERTICAL BAND SAW W/WEIDER

PULLMAX ND FORMING MACHINE

(2) BRYANT 1116 & 1116X I.D. GRINDERS

BOYAR SCHULTZ SURFACE GRINDERS

MITSUBISHI DWC-11052 CNC WIRE EDM

FEATURING:
FORKLIFTS AND SUPPORT
VARIOUS FORKLIFTS
CAT R80 8000LB ROUGH TURF RAIL FORKLIFT
GENIE ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
CONDOR 3146 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
CHILLERS AIR MOVER, AND GENERATORS
MOBILE PRESSURE WASHER UNITS
TRAILER WITH PRESSURE WASH EQUIPMENT

MANTIC CH COMPOSITE FORMING MACHINE W/TOUCH SCREEN CONTROL
Cincinnati 230 CB-10, 12 x 230 ton hyd press brake, S/N 44626

Herkules-Werk, Model BO124, #8, 3 angle bending rolls, 8" x 8" x 1" cap

Partial view of CNC machine tools

**Public Auction**

**DIRECTIONS & TERM OF SALE**

**TERMS OF SALE:** Cash or cashier’s check only. 14% buyers premium on all purchases. $200.00 refundable cash deposit. 25% cash deposit towards all purchases. All sales are subject to California sales tax. There will be no exceptions.

**DIRECTIONS:** From Downtown L.A. take San Bernardino Fwy 10 east to Rosemead Blvd and go south. Turn left onto Rush Street then turn right onto Potrero and turn right onto Alesia St.

**GENERATORS AND SUPPORT**

- Diesel generator w/ Cummins (need repair)
- Box trailer
- Trailer with pressure wash equipment
- MATTEL EMS-200, 20 HP rotary air compressor

**FORKLIFTS AND SCISSOR LIFTS**

- Condor 3146 scissor lift
- Genie scissor lift
- Cat R80, rough terrain, 8000 lb forklift

**Closing your business or selling equipment call**

818-763-2021

www.AAGAUCTION.com